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Description

It is an exciting time when students are accepted into college and begin their classes. But when they encounter challenges, what does it take to stay? The Academic Prayer provides the inspirational guidance that every student needs to help them graduate from college. Common and unique challenges blended with inspirational commentary and prayers are included in The Academic Prayer. It was designed to help all types of students deal with their issues, persist, and ultimately graduate. The book suggests how students can develop a relationship with God and make a commitment to conquer their challenges things that keep them from graduating in a timely manner. College students often cry out, Dear Lord, Please help me graduate! Many of them find it difficult or lack the knowledge of how to change things through prayer and application. The low graduation rates at colleges across the country are very disturbing. What students need are spiritually infused resolutions that will guide them toward success. The Academic Prayer reveals what students are going through and the common mistakes they make in college. The Academic Prayer delivers the advice that college students need. Some of the topics include: money management, understanding college transcripts, culture shock, diversity, abusive relationships, professors, distance learning, academic honesty, campus living and safety, depression, and navigating through administrative challenges. The wisdom and advice provided will also help adult learners which can build their confidence, help them adjust to college life, and fulfill their dream of earning their diploma. Many books are available to help students learn how to get into college, but The Academic Prayer is uniquely designed with inspirational advice and strategies to keep students from dropping out, and helping them to graduate with confidence.
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Here are 15 inspirational books for college students to inspire them to improve their perception about real world & live a better life. In the case of college students, many of the books can be inspiring and motivating and the right books can even guide them to a better future. This is the time when they get started to exploring the real world. Having a good role model and a better perception about the world around can help them to grow successful. There are a lot of inspirational books that can be a good guide to college students which are a must read before they move out of campus. Here are a few inspirational books for college students that can be added to the check list of inspirational write ups for college students. The Academic Prayer – An Inspirational Guide for College Success LaTonya Branham | Dayton, Ohio Inspirational 116 Pages Desta Publishing ISBN 978-0978729660 It is an exciting time when students are accepted into college and begin their classes. But when they encounter challenges, what does it take? The Academic Prayer – An Inspirational Guide for College Success LaTonya Branham | Dayton, Ohio Inspirational 116 Pages Desta Publishing ISBN 978-0978729660 It is an exciting time when students are accepted into college and begin their classes. The Academic Prayer provides enlightenment and inspiration on how to conquer the challenges of college life. New copies have been shipped to Amazon, because they are sold out! Order more copies today! Inspirational Prayers Power Of Prayer Inspirational Good Morning Messages Prayer Verses Exam Quotes College Quotes Prayer Before Exam Quotes For College Students Prayer For Success. Prayer for success while studying and before Exams. Powerful prayer before studying and taking exams. Heavenly Father, open up my intellect, give me a mind of peace, allow me to focus and understand. xtb.life - A guide to praying for college students this fall. When students leave for college, we are sometimes at a loss as to how to pray for them. 21 Bible Verses For Every College Student.